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Europe’s Suspicious Plan, Leadership’s Corruption, 

and West’s Actions against Greece 
 

ABSTRACT
 

 
This paper examines the political economy of Greece (Hellas) since the Treaty of Rome (1957) 
up to  her European integration and today with the common currency and the uncommon debt 
crisis; and discusses some of the advantages and problems that the current European (and the 
prospective Euro-Asian and global) Union has created to all European citizens and especially to 
Greeks. The most severe predicaments for the country and her citizens are the social chaos, 
which is increasing every day, due to the overvalued euro, an enormous debt, the current 
financial crisis and the worst recession (double digits unemployment) since the war, occupation, 
hunger, and great depression of the 1940s; the economic and political corruption, which are 
underrated by the officials; the European Constitution; and the tremendous uncertainty that this 
artificial and controlled Economic and Monetary Union has generated to its member-nations. 
Europe has a unique seven thousand years old history, which comes from ancient Greek 
(Hellenic) civilization and is complemented by Christianity (the “Christendom”). Greece, in her 
journey, experienced many difficulties, conflicts, and invasions by barbarians and other 
neighboring countries, but never an “invasion” by her creditors (usurers) of the West, as with the 
current Troika and its memorandum (m n hm o vn i o n) has imposed on the country. Greece, at the 
same time, had many good and glorious periods with tremendous contribution to the global 
scene, which are recorded in her long-lasting history and the West is indebted with intellectual 
rights towards Hellenism. Even though that the new Greek nation started the war of 
independence from Turks in 1821, major parts of the country are still under occupation with 
West’s interferences. Lately, after the political changeover of 1974, the European integration and 
the accession to EMU, which abolished the domestic public policies, have destroyed the 
sovereign state-nation and it is ruling undemocratically not only Greece, but an entire continent. 
EU has lowered the European indigenous cultures to a uniform sub-culture of waste, 
dependency, and apostasy. Greece, due to her history, idiosyncrasy, and values should have not 
become a member of the Euro-zone; her social cost of this association is obvious today and it is 
becoming worse every day. 
 
 

I. PROLOGUE 

 

 My humble intent in this work is to provide a very short outline of the political economy 
of Greece ( J Ellav~) during the modern times and up to the creation of the European Union (EU) 
and the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). Also, a socio-economic analysis by considering 
her interdependence with EU, her loss of public policies, and her absorbed sovereignty is pointed 
out for instructive purpose. “Europe” and “European Union” are nowadays two very political 
words and we will try to see what they have in common. The answer is that “Europe” has been 
different things at different times, but always preserving the independence of the nation-states, 
and has caused similar problems all the times. “EU” and “EMU” are new non-European imposed 
political “innovations” going against the member-nations (the catastrophic “new age” 
philosophy). The goal of the study is to present and to emphasize the severe changes that have 
taken place in this EU country-member after the 1957 Common Market idea. Of course, history 
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and political economy, now, get less attention among economists, than it was once the case and 
that makes current economies more vulnerable compared to the past ones because they do not 
learn from their mistakes.1 Human beings are making history and most of the time, do so 
unconsciously. Hellenic history took its unique direction (with the “Providence of God”) because 
the country occupies an incomparable position and her people have a particular objective, which 
is to offer some possibilities to all humans to become persons (perfect personalities). It is very 
hard to describe truthfully, and impossible to analyze the contribution of Greeks and their nation 
to European history and at the same time to rationalize her submission without any resistance to 
EMU.2 “The most important of them are to be found in ancient Greece, the world the Romans 
made, early Christianity, [the spiritual and guarded by God Byzantine Empire],3 and the 
barbarian incursions into Western Europe in the closing of antiquity. Between them, they 
constituted the foundations of a future Europe.”4  
 

Unfortunately, the euro was introduced on January 1, 1999 and in banknotes on January 
1, 2002. Richard Alm said that “Europe embarked upon monetary union much the way 
Columbus set out across the Atlantic in 1492 -full of hope but without a map”.5  Nothing similar 
to this EMU had ever been tried before in human history. A total of 17 countries with a 
hodgepodge of languages, dogmas, cultures, customs, values, economies, productivities, 
products, needs, and behaviors tied their economic, political, constitutional, legal, and social 
future to a common artificial supranational creature, the EMU. Today, 332 million people,6 the 
citizens of these 17 nations are in the worst socio-economic and political crisis in their history.7  
The Governor of the Bank of France, Christian Noyer had said that “EMU in Europe will never 
happen, but if it does happen, it will be a disaster”. Today, this is the view of every Euro-zone 
citizen, “Euro has destroyed their lives”. The European Central Bank (ECB) has defined price 
stability as consumer inflation of less than 2%. How can this mandate be delivered? By buying 
everything from China and causing from 16.6%8 to 40% unemployment in some regions? EMU 
has not been successful in stimulating the economies of EU. The euro area has grown more 
slowly than the U.S. with most of the poor performance arising from these new structural 
supranational monsters, the EMU and the EU. In 1999 and 2000, the euro fell against the dollar, 
reaching a low value of $0.8200 in October 2000. After 2002, the currency rose, peaking at 
$1.6001 on April 22, 2008, then it declined at $1.1960 on June 7, 2010, and today (8/11/2011) it 
is up again at $1.4204.9 Country-members of the Euro-zone have lost their monetary policy and 

                                                 
1 See, Kallianiotis (2011a). 
2 They placed in power, as prime minister, from nowhere, Kostas Semitis (Semite) to put Greece to the EMU, 
without a referendum, to cause the gray zones in Aegean (Imia island) and to contribute to the redistribution (loss) 
of wealth in the Stock Exchange. He was successful in all these objectives with the costly help from Goldman Sachs, 
too. The same history is repeated since the time of Leonidas in Thermopylae (480 B.C.). 
3 At the day of the fall of Constantinople (end of the Byzantine Empire), people show a red cloud leaving the dome 
of Hagia Sophia; an indication that the grace of God abandoned them. Today, we are in worse situation (in complete 
apostasy) compared with 1453 A.D. Then, our present can predict very well our future!    
4 See, Roberts (1997, p. 1). 
5 See, Richard Alm, “Five Years of the Euro: Successes and New Challenges”, Southwest Economy, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Dallas, Issue 4, July/August 2004.  
6 See, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eurozone  
7 Even Germans want Greece to leave the Euro-zone. See, dailynews24.gr, August 11, 2011. 
http://www.dailynews24.gr/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=5569:the-germans-we-earn-from-the-euro   
8 The unemployment in Greece reached 16.6% in May 2011. See, dailynews24.gr, August 11, 2011. 
http://www.dailynews24.gr/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&id=5570:unemployment-sweeps-across-the-
country  
9 See, Bloomberg.com, August 11, 2011. This was an appreciation (overvaluation) of the euro by 95.13%, which has 
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they cannot reduce their inflation and are unable to stimulate their growth during their current 
debt crises. Then, their only hope was their fiscal policy, but the Maastricht criteria do not allow 
governments to run budget deficits or increase their national debts, when they are in a recession. 
Finally, they have been left without any public policy tool. Also, this overvalued single currency 
has eliminated foreign investment in EMU countries. Governments’, businesses’, farmers’, and 
households’ debts have increased so much that bankruptcy is the most common process in this 
common currency area.10 An interesting event was that EU makes the printing of euro-notes in 
Malaysia (Asia) because the printing cost is lower there.11 Other EU governments are purchasing 
all the public procurement from abroad and pushing their domestic firms into bankruptcy. 
Consequently, EU by itself contributes to its own high unemployment. Who are those mindless 
bureaucrats in Brussels that made these decisions? And who are these politicians that enforce 
them? The problem is very serious!     
 
 

II. EUROPEAN PLANS AND THEIR NEGATIVE EFFECTS ON GREECE 

 
 Hellenism is a unique historic power of 7,000 years contributions to its people and 
humanity; for this reason, Greece was the first European nation, after the French Revolution, to 
become free in 1829 A.D., even though that was 400 years under occupation by the barbaric 
Ottomans.12 But, unfortunately, lately, Greece’s foreign policy has become a policy of retreat 
and servility; also EU does not have a European foreign policy and a security policy; it is divided 
into small powerless member-nations (actually, by force into member-states) and is manipulated; 
presently by the U.S. and later will be by some other power and it has the illusion that it is free. 
A main example can be the case of Yugoslavia, which has created serious other problems; like, 
Kosovo, “Great Albania”, Muslim countries in Balkans (sic), and the famous “Macedonian 
Question”, with the arrogant Slavs of the South region of former Yugoslavia, Vardarska, which 
is having expansive prospects towards Greece, the true Macedonia.13 This artificial nation is 
constituted by 800,000 Albanians, 500,000 Bulgarians, 100,000 Serbs, 100,000 Gypsies, 250,000 
Greeks, and 300,000 Muslims of various nationalities. How dare this mixture of people to call 
themselves as “Macedonians”?14 The most amazing was the alliance of Skopje with the enemies 
of Greece. Delegation from Skopje (Vardarska) went to North Cyprus (pseudo-state of Turks) to 
celebrate with these conquerors of the Greek Cyprus. Thus, supporters of the enemies of Greece 
are her north “friends”, the pseudo-“Macedonians”. This is a Sacrilegious or Unholy Alliance 
(ajn i vero ~ s um m ac i va) among the enemies of the Hellenic Orthodox civilization and its unique 
true values.15 Of course, there will be no future of this fabrication! “Europe was felt, too, to have 
failed in its handling of the Yugoslav question, which it saw virtually taken out of its hands by 

                                                                                                                                                             
destroyed the economies of the weak nations in the Euro-zone. 
10 The U.S. federal debt is $14.6 trillion (109.77% of the GDP) and the total debt (public and private) is $158.5 
trillion (1,191.73% of the GDP). Then, the country is in serious financial distress. After the S&P’s downgrading of 
the U.S. government bonds on August 5, 2011, a tremendous instability has created serious global problems. The 
DJIA closed on August 1, 2011 at 12,132.49. Then, it fell to 10,809.85 (8/8/2011), went to 11,239.77 (8/9/2011) and 
fell again to 10,719.94 on August 10, 2011. (See, Bloomberg.com).  
11 This act is “criminal” against the European citizens, their businesses and their employment. (TV News 
ANTENNA, September 12, 2005). 
12 See, Independence or Birthday for Every Country in http://geography.about.com/od/lists/a/independenceday.htm  
13 See, Kallianiotis (1992, 2010a, 2011d, e, and f). 
14 Who are these powers behind Skopje? See, G i avn n h  C.  K o u r a n n ivdh ,  <<Tov  M a ke don i kov ,  t ov P oli ti kov  K a - 
tes th m evn o  ka i ; tov  Pa tr i w ti k ov K i vn h ma>>, e-grammes.gr, November 4, 2007. 
15 TV News ERT, November 17, 2007. See, Kallianiotis (2010c and d).  
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American intervention at the end of 1995, and the deployment of NATO’s forces as peace-
keepers in a way unanticipated by its founders. There were still then, therefore, major obscurities 
over the future of European integration.”16 For more than half a century, the United States has 
been pursuing a grand imperial strategy with the aim of staking out the globe.17 The controlled 
U.S. leaders have shown themselves willing to follow the dream of dominance no matter how 
high the risks. Their politics are of global control (from unilateralism to the dismantling of 
international agreement to state terrorism) cohere in a drive for hegemony that ultimately 
threatens our existence.18 Of course, the financial markets (i.e., S&P’s rating firm, investment 
banks, hedge funds, etc.) are much more powerful than the governments.   

 
Further, European Union has been forced by the U.S. and other “powers” to invite a 

Muslim and Asian nation, Turkey, and to join a Christian union with completely different social 
and economic structure, faith, culture, and identity. Europeans are all against this admission. 
From a few polls we can see that in France 67% of the people said “No” (fears fueled by 
France’s problems integrating its six million Muslims; they were also fearing that the Turkey 
issue would lead to defeat of EU constitution). In Germany 62% responded “No” (funding 
Turkey’s infrastructure would cost the EU too much; advocate a more limited partnership to keep 
Turkey tied to EU). In Austria the nays were 62%, too (Muslim Turkey is not compatible with 
largely Christian bloc, adding Turkey would make EU cumbersome).19 Greek political parties, 
due to pressure and ideology (corrupted “new age” agents)20 are in favor of Turkey’s accession 
to the EU, which will be catastrophic for Greece. Chancellor Merkel visited Turkey on October 
6, 2006 and asked the country to abide by the Protocol of Ankara (Turkey had to open its ports 
for Cyprus) and the Turkish prime minister was implacable.21 But, reality is very simple and it 
could reasonably be asked whether Turkey is a European country. The answer is “NO”! Of 
course, Turkey is not a Christian nation and it is not even a democracy according to the western 
standards and violates daily the Greek borders in the Aegean Sea.22 In Greece, 85% of the people 
are against Turkey’s acceptance to the EU.23 Britain strongly favor Turkey’s entry because it has 
a major interest on Cyprus for its bases and the Turkish occupation of the island satisfies this 
interest and the sales of the occupied land to Britons, even to members of the British 
Parliament.24 Also, Turkey’s accession would be a radical departure from the EU founding 
                                                 
16 See, Roberts (1997, p. 652). 
17 Members of the U.S. Congress said that the bombing of Libya by Obama is unconstitutional because only 
Congress has the authority to declare war on a sovereign nation. (TV News CNN, June 15, 2011 and The Wall Street 
Journal, June 16, 2011, pp. A1 and A4). But, the poor president has to follow orders; otherwise, they should not 
have given to him the nomination for the presidency. 
18 See, Chomsky (2004). 
19 See, “EU Invites Turkey to Discuss Joining”, The Wall Street Journal, December 17, 2004, p. A13. Also, “EU 
Extends a hand to Turkey”, The Wall Street Journal, October 7, 2004, p. A16.  
20 The government of Kostas Semitis, with minister of Foreign Affairs George Papandreou, retreated to its right for 
extending Greece’s sea border from 6 to 12 nautical miles. These “foreign agents” are very dangerous for the 
security of the country. See, dailynews24.gr, August 11, 2011. http://www.dailynews24.gr/en/2011-03-10-19-38-
07/2011-03-10-19-39-32/politiki/item/5528-we-retreated-to-the-right-to-extend-six-miles?.html  
21 TV News ALTER, October 6, 2006. 
22 TV News MEGA, ALPHA, and ALTER, January 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, 2009. Also, TV News ALTER, June 18 and 25, 
2009, 2010, and 2011, almost every day. 
23 TV News ANTENNA, October 13, 2004. Recently, 81% of Greeks are against Turkey’s entrance to EU. (e-
grammes.gr, 10/3/2008). 
24 Britain has caused immense suffering to Cyprus for hundreds of years and it is doing the same today, but they are 
members of the same union (sic). See, Vakalopoulos (1993). Also, England has shown its indifference and dislike 
towards Greece in many cases, as it happen in September 1922 with the destruction of Smyrna by Kemalist Turks. 
In September of 1922, Mustapha Kemal (Ataturk), the “victorious revolutionary leader” of Turkey, led his troops 
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fathers’ vision of a geographically unified Europe. Turkey is an Asian country and not a 
European one. The small area that it has in Europe belongs to Greece and it is still under Turkish 
occupation. Turkey can become the “wooden horse” of Muslim terrorists in Europe.25 A German 
well-known historian, Hans-Ulrich Wehler, sounded another alarm for Europe: “Would they ever 
assimilate?”26 The answer is obvious, never! 

  
Thus, with the fall of communism and the destruction of Yugoslavia (from one nation, 

they divided it into seven: Slovenia, Croatia,27 Bosnia-Herzegovina, Skopje, Kosovo,28 

Montenegro, and Serbia); the dark powers have created three Muslim nations (actually, Turkish-
Albanians) in Europe and have caused thousands of problems.29 Kosovo has been lost for Serbia 
with all these Albanians “occupiers” and its independence;30 Skopje is mostly controlled by 
Albanians and nationalist Slavs, who’s scope is to go against Greece by counterfeiting history 
and using Greek symbols;31 Albania with the support of the west, of Turkey, and of the other 
Muslim nations has become the audacious  “superpower” in the region. On May 17, 1914, the 
Corfu Protocol was signed and was giving full administrative autonomy to North Epirus, but 
even today after 97 years nothing has happened and Greeks, there, are forced to leave or to 
abandon their identity. This nation, together with the other “creatures” of the dark powers in 
Balkans, want to become members in the EU and U.S. supports them, by making them, first, 
members of NATO. Stranger things are going on in a stranger and in debt crisis union and 

                                                                                                                                                             
into Smyrna a predominantly Christian city, as a flotilla of 27 Allied warships -including 3 American destroyers- 
looked on. The Turks soon proceeded to indulge in an orgy of pillage, rape and slaughter that the western powers 
anxious to protect their oil and trade interests in Turkey, condoned by their silence and refusal to intervene. Turkish 
forces then set fire to the legendary city and totally destroyed it. There, it followed a massive cover-up by tacit 
agreement of the Western Allies. By 1923 Smyrna’s demise was all but expunged from historical memory. “The 
victims of the massacre -Greeks and Armenians- were estimated at 150,000. What was left of Smyrna was only its 
Turkish suburb. This very old and extremely beautiful Greek city had been founded in 3000 B.C. and restored by 
Alexander the Great. It used to be one of the most important economic centers of the Mediterranean. It used to be 
full of life and activity. It used to be prosperous. And now from one moment to the next it was turned into a dead 
city. To a huge pile of ruins which emitted smoke. Those of its inhabitants who escaped the massacre fled, ousted 
and miserable, to Greece.” (U.S. Consul at Smyrna, George Horton). These barbarians are responsible for a 
continuous genocide against Greeks from 1917 to 1974. 
25 The leader of Libya, Moamar Kandafi said, “Muslims all over the world are very happy for the acceptance of 
Turkey to EU because they can do whatever they want to Europe”. TV News ANTENNA, December 18, 2004 
(during the period of European Summit). Now, the poor Kandafi is bombed unlawfully daily by NATO and soon he 
will be driven out of his country.  International Law does not hold anymore. 
26 See,  “Guess Who’s Coming to Europe…”, The Wall Street Journal, October 6, 2004, p. A18 
27 Argentina’s ex-president Carlos Menem was charged with illegally selling arms to Croatia in the 1990s. (The 
Wall Street Journal, November 29-30, 2008, p. A1). 
28 On November 2, 2009, Albanians in Kosovo inaugurated a statue of Bill Clinton who went to war against 
Yugoslavia and helped Albanians to take over Kosovo from Serbs. (TV News ALTER, 11/2/2009). 
29 Muslims are causing serious problems daily to Europe. Danish authorities arrested three people suspected of 
plotting to kill a cartoonist for his caricatures of Muhammad.  (The Wall Street Journal, February, 2008, p. A1). On 
the other hand, Jesus Christ and Christianity are blasphemed by anyone without any reaction from European 
spiritual (heretic) leaders. 
30 Turkey tries to rewrite the history of Kosovo and Albania by saying that many Albanians were leaders in the 
Ottoman empire. See, HellasOnTheWeb, July 29, 2011. http://www.hellasontheweb.org/2010-04-05-22-20-08/2010-
04-06-12-08-05/1569-2011-07-29-06-42-01  
31 Skopje is in a hurry to construct Greek statues and to give Ancient Greek names to streets and squares and 
deceive its citizens and persuade the foreigners that they are Macedonians. Of course, they cannot become 
Macedonians because they are not Greeks. See, http://www.euronews.net/2011/06/21/giant-alexander-statue-
erected-in-skopje/    
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Europeans will experience many serious problems in the near future.32 Also, Carla del Ponte, the 
chief prosecutor for the International Criminal Tribunal for the Yugoslavia (ICTY), admitted that 
the death of Milosevic was a serious blow to the moral state of the ICTY. A reporter from The 
Guardian revealed that in 1999, 300 Serbs were kidnapped from their homes in Pristina 
(Kosovo) by UCK (Kosovar-Albanian guerillas) and were brought to Albania, where they took 
out their organs and sold them for transplants. Carla del Ponte has written about this inhumane 
crime (genocide and slaughter of Serbs and trade of organs) in her book, too. This is the justice 
of the unjust West!33 But, all these pseudo-powers must know that above their injustice is God’s 
Justice that they cannot avoid. Orthodox Greece has to move closer to Russia and to the other 
Orthodox nations and of course closer to God, after her apostasy since 1924; otherwise, His Holy 
Justice will fall on her, too.          

 
As it was mentioned above, the West has also created another artificial nation “Skopje”, 

between Greece and Serbia. What is Skopje’s purpose and its role in the future of the region? To 
this nation, they have the audacity to give the name “Democracy of Macedonia”. They have no 
right to confiscate Greek names and symbols, and counterfeit the History.34 It is immoral, 
unethical, and anti-scientific for the West, who claim experts in all sciences (and have deify the 
science of history), to counterfeit the true history. Societies cannot be founded on any lies. The 
absolute knowledge is only the absolute truth. The truth must be above the current corruption, 
distortion, delusion, apostasy, and the planned economic crisis. The ex-President of the U.S. 
(George W. Bush) recognized this artificial nation the same night that he won for the second 
term the election (November 2004), as “Macedonia”. Greece had reacted to this injustice from 
her best ally and had said that she would veto Skopje’s entrance to NATO and EU; which was 
done by the government of the N.D.35 Nicholas Burns, the ex-U.S. ambassador in Greece and 
undersecretary of foreign affairs, had the great insolence to say that “it would be shame for 
Greece to provide a veto for Macedonia”.36 These declarations by Mr. Burns are unacceptable 
and Greek leaders have to stand up and defend their country’s and citizens’ rights and their seven 
thousand-year old true history. The rest absurdities from wherever they come have no value.37 
The ignorance of these controlled dwarfish politicians in infinite. 

  
Last year, a large international conference took place in Cologne, Germany, against the 

Mussulmanization (Islamization) of Europe. The local Muslim community wanted to build a 
huge mosque in the center of the city and people and politicians from allover EU reacted against 
this request. Europe is receiving millions of Muslims annually from Asia (Greece was just 
liberated from Muslim Turks started with the war in 1821) and Africa, especially lately, after the 
civil unrests in North Africa and Middle East, and its Christian faith and culture is diluted. 
Greece is having serious problems from the illegal Muslim immigrants and the government does 

                                                 
32  JH  a jl ba n i kh v  p o li ti kh v h J g es i va  a jr n ei t̀a i  tov  a [n oi g m a  tw ǹ   JE llh n i kw ǹ  s c ol ei v w n  ei j~  oJ lov k lh r on   
th vn  B ovr ei on  [ H p ei r on  ka i ; o{p ou  a j ll ou `  ka toi kou ǹ   { E llh n e~ : devn  a jn a g n w r i vz ei  a jk ov ma  th vn   JE llh n i k ov -
th ta  th ~̀  Cei ma vr a ~  ka i ;  t w ǹ  ka toi v kw n  th ~ : leh la t e i  ̀th vn  p o li ti s ti kh v  klh r on omi a v  tw ǹ  B or ei oh p ei - 

r w tw ǹ  ka i ;  p er i or i vz ei  di k ta tor i ka v ti v~  p o li ti kev~  k a i ; oi j kon omi ke v~  ejl eu q er i ve~  t ou ~ .  (e-grammes.gr, 
2/8/2007). 
33 TV News ALPHA, November 29, 2008. 
34 See, Kallianiotis (1992, 2010a, and 2011d, e, and f). 
35 This took place at a NATO Summit meeting in Bucharest in April 1, 2008. For this reason and the openness of 
Greece towards Russia, Kostas Karamanlis was expelled from the Greek politics. 
36 TV News, October 14, 2005. For this reason, people talk so disdainfully against politicians, today.  
37 <<U i Joi v a jn qr w vp w n ,  e{w ~  p ov te  ba r u ka vr di oi; i Jn a ti v  a jg a p a t̀e ma ta i ovth ta  ka i ; yeu ` do~; >> (Ya l.  d  v 3 ).  
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not take any serious measures on this issue,38 as other Europeans are doing for their nations.39 
Now, with the debt crisis in Greece, there is some hope, a few from these illegal immigrants to 
go back to their countries. The president of the Freedom Party of Austria (FPO) Heinz-Christian 
Strache made a declaration, which is very important for Christian Europe and said to Muslim 
visitors, if they do not accept the laws and the rules of Europe, they are undesirable. About 150 
European politicians from EU were at this summit and more than 1,500 delegates were 
participated, over 100 TV channels, radio stations, and Newspapers’ reporters were covering the 
event.40 Also, elections to the European parliament were held in the 27 member-nations of the 
EU between June 4 and 7, 2009, where 736 members and 18 observers were elected. Europeans 
showed their discontent to this political and monetary union by avoiding to vote. The turnout was 
only 42.94%.41 Greeks reacted the same way, against the European elections, due to EU’s 
negative effects on Greece and they did the same during their last local elections in November 
2010. Finally, the EU allowed Greece to go to a very serious debt crisis,42 which led the country 
into a deep recession, a huge unemployment, an enormous austerity, and a negative growth for 
many years to come.  

 

                                                 
38 The crimes of these illegal immigrants are daily, in Greece. Recently, they murdered a young doctor to take his 
video-camera. TV News ERT, May 10, 2011. 
39 German authorities raided homes and religious schools linked to two Islamist groups with suspected terror ties. 
See, The Wall Street Journal, December 15, 2010, pp. A1 and A16. 

40 The Freedom Party of Austria (Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs, FPÖ) is a national conservative political party in 
Austria. Its current leader is Heinz-Christian Strache. The party sees its roots in the "freedom values" of the 
Revolutions of 1848 in the Habsburg areas. In April 2005, former party leader Jorg Haider and other leading party 
members defected from the FPÖ to form a new party, the Alliance for the Future of Austria (BZÖ). EU member-
nations need national conservative parties who care for the well-being of their citizens. The radical liberal parties 
that are in power in most EU countries have destroyed European civilization and identity and they are responsible 
for the current debt crisis, due to their corruption. See also, Voanerges, No. 42, March-April 2008, pp. 86-87.     

41 The turnout was very small for these elections; with the lowest in Slovakia 19.63% and the highest in Belgium 
and Luxembourg 91%; 17 country-members had a turnout less than 50%. See, Wikipedia, European Parliament 
Election, 2009. 

42 Eurogroup chief Jean-Claude Juncker said that Greece's financial woes were well known among top EU officials, 
but kept quiet until the crisis erupted in 2009. "It was quite obvious that one day Greece would have to face this kind 
of problem, and we knew that this problem would occur," Juncker told a forum on the sidelines of the International 
Monetary Fund and World Bank meetings in Washington on October 8, 2010. Juncker said German and French 
officials along with European Central Bank chief Jean-Claude Trichet had for some time been discussing "the 
perspectives of what was not at that time known as so-called Greek crisis." "I could not go public with the 
knowledge that I had," he added. "The Greek crisis could have been avoided, but not starting last year, starting two 
or three decades ago," the European finance ministers chief said. Juncker said he tried at one point to seek a solution 
to the problems with an unnamed Greek prime minister who told him: "I am governing a country of corruption." 
This was actually a crime against the European Citizens (said Giorgos Vamvakousis). Germany and France 
culpability about Greece's deficit is confirmed by the Eurogroup President Mr. Juncker. Germany and France have 
been only interested to sell to the Greek corrupted politicians at overdrafted prices. This way, they created a problem 
not only to Greece, but to the Euro and to their own countries’ Citizens, too. A problem to the Eurozone and to the 
European Union. Mrs. Merkel and Mr. Sarkozy are fully responsible for the problem and should be put in trial as 
political criminals. Their only objective was to sell weapons to Greece, increase the commission to corrupted 
politicians, and maximize the proceeds for their nations. We should not forget that who is corrupting somebody else, 
he is corrupted, too. Those are our “friends” in EU. See, www.eurobusiness.com/news-eu/economy-finance-
g20.6h6/ 08 October 2010. 
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 III. THE SCORNED GREEK PUBLIC POLICY 

 
The pure economic objective of individuals is the optimization of their utility, which 

includes different goods, services, work, leisure, values, knowledge, improvements, accession, 
interactions, sociability, and other virtues.43 Of course, there are many constraints in their effort 
to reach the optimal objective. The individual is assumed to be rational, informed, 
knowledgeable, and wise.44 Further, the objective of every well-governed, developed, ethical, 
uncorrupted, and sociable democratic independent nation is the optimization of its social welfare 
function (citizens’ utilities); subject to EU constraints, resources, endowments, technology, 
tastes, directives of EU, balance budget, and the smallest possible national debt. 
  
 The goal of public policy is to pursue approaches, rules, and regulations, which should be 
evaluated from the point of view of the society’s well-being and not from the profit 
maximization of multinational institutions, giant firms, risk-taking greedy billionaires, selfish 
rating firms, insatiable speculators, and European Union’s objectives. The total welfare of a 
country (given the growth of population, the factor endowments, the state of the economy, and 
the value system) must be improved continuously. General concerns about the state of the 
economy or anxiety about crime rate, high risk, erosion of paideia, restrictions from EU or job 
losses are negatively affecting the social welfare. Also, the measurement of social welfare 
requires some ethical and country-specific standards, which involve internal and eternal value 
judgments and not common to other member-nations. As a welfare criterion, can be the growth 
of the wealth of the society (nation’s GDP), which increases employment (zero unemployment) 
and production (keeping prices stable).45 This implies that the income distribution will be ethical 
and just (not exactly equal). A high (out of control) growth can lead to reduction in social 
welfare, due to waste, pollution, large fluctuations of business cycles, creation of “bubbles”, and 
negative mental, physical, and spiritual effects on humans. Efficiency (saving of recourses) is 
very important in social welfare (respect of the creation and individuals). Financial markets 
stability (normal return) and low risk46 to attract long-term investments and prevent speculators 
and opportunists, through regulations, to improve the wealth of the investors and their utility. We 
cannot accept an action, which increases some individuals’ utilities (or nations’ welfare), while 
others utilities decrease as all individuals are equal (have the same “worthiness”, as icons of 
God). Thus, the criterion must be objectively measured and a Pareto-Optimal one,47 so the public 
policy objectives must be to optimize social benefits (their optimal or target values), subject to 
the state of the economy (as constraints). 

 
The giant out-of-control private institutions and firms are concerned mainly about their 

profits, the market value of their securities, and their executives’ compensation, subject to some 
social constraints (regulations, transparency, risk-averseness, morality, ethics, social 
responsibility,48 anti-trust laws, etc.), but no one can impose these constraints on the powerful 

                                                 
43 A prudent (spiritual) individual tries to maximize his efforts to become a better (perfect) human being by 
undertaking different actions towards his only true objective. Of course, he faces many social constraints 
(influences) from the ignorant world and the “enemy”.    
44 As Kallianiotis (2010b and 2009b) and Kallianiotis and Harris (2010) mention, too. 
45 Prices are increasing by the uncontrolled middlemen and cartels, which create technical shortages and 
oligopolistic market conditions. 
46 There are no securities with zero risk anymore. Even the U.S. government bonds have positive risk, due to their 
downgrading by the “dynasty” of S&P’s (TV News CNN, August 5, 2011). 
47 See, Kallianiotis (2009b) and Kallianiotis and Dragone (2009). 
48 Firms must care for the welfare of their employees, customers, investors, community, and environment. 
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firms. Private businesses are producing, where marginal cost is equal to marginal revenue; 
actually, the uncontrolled private firms are becoming gradually monopolists, producing the 
lowest output at higher prices, through the risk-seeking processes and are expecting the 
governments (taxpayers) to bail them out, in case of financial distress. Their first concern is the 
reduction of the labor cost, increase in earnings, the determination of CEOs’ pay by themselves, 
and the maximization of the market price of their stocks. They do not care for any other values. 
 
 On the other hand, European Union’s objective is the power that its integration gives to 
the union through treaties,49 laws,50 institutions,51 EMU, ECB, citizens’ policies,52 sectoral 
policies,53 external policies, and European constitution; subject to a global socio-political-
economic stability. When a nation does not optimize its social welfare and experiences 
tremendous social cost (welfare losses), the social benefits (full employment, low risk, moderate 
interest rates, price stability, balanced growth, high saving and closed to zero debts and deficits, 
reasonable money supply, and stability in financial markets), due to sub-optimal public policy, 
might not exceed the social costs. This stems from the deregulation, dependence, depravity, and 
huge gaps between the potential economic values and the actual ones. The social benefits and 
costs can be measured with a social loss function. The loss to society function54 can be expressed 
as a weighted average of deviations in the important macro-variables (social benefits) from their 
targets (optimal values), like unemployment from its target, risk, interest rates (short-term and 
long-term), inflation, output, saving, money supply, trade balance, national debt, and financial 
market from their potential levels.55 

 
Lastly, the social objective will be the minimization of this social loss (L).56 When social 

losses are increasing the financial market is deteriorating, the results tend to be the economic 
movement towards recession. The opposite occurs when the social losses are declining or social 
benefits are improving; the value of this social loss could predict the forthcoming bear financial 
market and the creeping recession (planned crises in secret conferences’ rooms cannot be 
predicted). Public policies (monetary, fiscal, trade) have to work towards these target values of 
the variables. Individuals must try to satisfy the social objective of higher savings (25% of 
individuals’ income) and lower debt (closed to zero); the government has to become more 
efficient, more independent, and to reduce its deficit and debt; private enterprises (especially, 
financial institutions) have to be regulated for the benefits of the people. Through incentives, 

                                                 
49 European treaties are the ones that established: European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), European Atomic 
Energy Community (EAEC), European Economic Community or Treaty of Rome (EEC), Treaty on European Union 
or Treaty of Maastricht, Treaty of Amsterdam, Treaty of Nice, Treaty of Lisbon, etc. See, Moussis (2003, pp. 19-
26).   
50 Theses laws are superimposed on national laws and in many cases replace the national laws. 
51 The European institutions are: (1) European Council, (2) European Commission, (3) Economic and Social 
Committee, (4) Committee of the Region, (5) European Parliament, (6) Council of Ministers, (7) European 
Commission, (8) Court of Justice, and (9) Court of Auditors. See, Moussis (2003, pp. 39-63).   
52 One of the citizens’ policies is the Schengen Agreement, which developed the Schengen Information System 
(SIS), a computerized data bank (the “beast”, t ov qh r i von) containing all information on European citizens. 
53 They are: Industrial and Enterprise Policies, Research and Technology Policy, Energy Policy, Transport Policy, 
Agricultural Policy, and Common Fisheries Policy.  See, Moussis (2003, pp. 285-400).   
54 See, Kallianiotis and Petsas (2006) and Kallianiotis (2009a). 
55 See, Kallianiotis (2004a and b and 2005).  
56 Our objective must be to minimize the deviations from the target value of the variables. A negative deviation is 
reducing the overall social loss and a negative loss represents social benefits. We do not want a high negative L 
either because it means exaggeration, inefficiency, waste, and lack of optimality (<<Pa ǹ  m evtr on  a [r i s t on>> = 
Moderation is everything in our lives).  
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regulations, education, and a more social policy, the social loss can be minimized and the 
economy could be at its potential level (absolutely full employment, 0→L ). Of course, when 
people are concerned about the security of their income, they make choices (such as delaying 
purchases, hoarding cash, distrusting each other) that are acts of self-preservation, but those 
worsen an already bad situation. People’s optimism and favorable expectations are necessary for 
our full information (misinformation and propaganda = “new age” political warfare) era. Greece 
has lost her public policies, due to her integration with the EMU and will suffer with a deep 
recession and an enormous unemployment for many years to come. Even the U.S. economy has 
difficulties and was downgraded by the dynasty of S&P’s because has exhausted its monetary 
policy stimulus (almost zero federal funds rate since December 16, 2008; target 0.25%)57 and the 
economy needs some fiscal policy to grow and reduce unemployment (investments in 
infrastructures).    
 
 

IV. EPILOGUE 

 

We tried, in this limited space, to give a small summary of the recent history and the political 
economy of the oldest nation-member of the EU and EMU, the “chosen by God’s Providence” 
nation, the historic and Orthodox Greece. In this European integration and in the world economy, 
the interdependence is highly asymmetric and unfair, with substantial negative processes that 
work mainly to the detriment of most of the countries, especially the small and peculiar ones. 
The autarkic societies in the past had been led almost to success (at least in full employment, 
happiness, homogeneity, independence, safety, and security), but the current economic system 
with the competitive advantage and the loss of manufacturing, reduction in agriculture, and 
enormous debts is against self-sufficiency (autarky) and insensible to small businesses. It 
encourages interdependence (unilateral dependency), forces (imposes) free but unfair trade 
(based on competitive advantage, exploitation of labor, and dumping), sale-offs of state-own 
enterprises, and augments uncertainty for the future of this falling world. The first results were 
shown during the 2007-2011 financial crises, the deep recessions of 2009-2011, and the 
enormous social cost of unemployment and loss (redistribution) of wealth. There is no need for 
someone to be an economist to understand these basic economic rules that countries in recession 
need expansionary public policies to grow and exit from the crisis or a historian to avoid the 
same mistakes of the past or a philosopher to conceive these social problems or a prophet to 
predict the future of our world,58 if we allow the current trend to continue. 

 
 The historic, economic, and social indicators reveal that Greece from a moral, ethical, 
just, independent, and self-sufficient society, after 1974 with the corrupted politicians in power 
and her European integration is becoming less and less competitive and more and more 
contaminated from all these foreign influences;59 and EU is becoming less friendly with its 

                                                 

57 The Federal Reserve (U.S. Central Bank) pledged for the first time to keep its benchmark interest rate (federal 
funds rate) at a record low at least through mid-2013 in a bid to revive the flagging recovery after a worldwide stock 
rout. (Bloomberg.com, August 9, 2011). 

58 It is a possibility to move to moon, now that they found water on it (sic). See, The Wall Street Journal, November 
16, 2009, p. A1. Orthodox Greeks know these prophesies very well and no one can deceive them.    
59 << \W  [ JE llh no r qo v do xe],  t h vn pa r a ka t a q h vk hn fuvl a xo n,  ej kt r epo vm eno ~  t a v~  beb h vlo u~  ke no fw -  
niva ~  ka i; a j nt i qev se i~  t h~̀  yeu dw n uvm o u gn w vs ew ~ ,  h { n t ine~  ejpa g gelo vm eno i pe r iv t h vn piv st i n h jst o v-  
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members (especially the small ones) and the rest of the world.60 European Union and Economic 
and Monetary Union (the forced integration of 27 and 17 nations, without referenda) will prove 
that it is the worst “innovation” in human history. It is a mixture of twenty seven nations without 
domestic public policies, without self-determination, without sovereignty, and of course, without 
any future.61 All these strange evolutions have increase the global uncertainty, have caused 
unemployment and recessions in EU62 and in Greece; have reduced competitiveness, and have 
augment anxiety and health problems (mental and physical) to citizens. The free-market system 
has failed and needs more government regulation and better corporate governance (big firms do 
not pay taxes).63 Governments had to bailout a corrupted financial system, especially when the 
budget deficits and the national debts are astronomical. But, they had no other option, except to 
“rob responsible [citizens] and pay the robbers of the financial market”.64 Then, what are the 
social benefits of our socio-economic system? Why we need these global changes, 
“innovations”, and “evolutions”, which are against humanity? What are the social benefits of the 
European Union and the EMU? 
 
 In summary, the European economies and the Greek one that copy U.S., have lately, two 
major problems; overconsumption (underproduction, low productivity, and waste of resources) 
and lack of savings (dis-saving and borrowing or spendthrift).65 These trends cause current 
account deficits and capital account surpluses, tremendous public and private debts, which affect 
the financial markets, the credit-worthiness, the risk, the interest rates, the inflation, and the 
growth (employment). We must learn that we cannot live beyond our means indefinitely, as 
Greeks never did it before, but not anymore. Actually, there is a vicious cycle in the Greek 
economy. Without an investment in sustainable development, EMU member-nations will lose 
their competitiveness race. The Chinese “invasion” is a serious threat for Europe. The global 
uncertainty, the illegal migration,66 and the other domestic problems, due to integration and 
globalization are going to change our economic system (many economic laws do not hold 
anymore) to “glob-onomics”. The only prediction that we can do for the future, after the current 
financial crisis, the deep recession, and the unbearable unemployment problems, due to illegal 

                                                                                                                                                             
c h s a n .>> (Ti movq.  A  v ~  v  2 0 -2 1 ).  
60 The U.S.A. was the biggest economic power in the world and is declining daily. Greece was the biggest spiritual 
power on earth and is descending daily. We must grieve for the plight of these two nations and some people are 
responsible for this. The problem must be the bad and controlled leadership in these two “model” nations. 
61 For example, in EU, 73.8% are against privatization, 80.9% are against Turkey’s entrance to EU, 83.6% are 
against Euro-constitution (Treaty of Lisbon), 71.6% want to go back to their previous national currencies, 71.5% of 
Greeks are in favor of vetoing Skopje’s (Vardarska’s) entrance to NATO and EU, Europeans are against the 
independence of Kosovo, and 86.1% of Greeks are against the marriage of homosexuals. (e-grammes.gr., different 
polls). Europeans are actually against these “anti-European creatures”, the EU and the EMU. Also, 64% of Swedes 
are against euro. (dailynews24.gr, June 16, 2011). 
62 The main reason for unemployment in Europe is the illegal and uncontrolled immigration. Europe is in trouble to 
lose its thousands years old identity. 
63 See, “Big majority says GE, other firms aren’t paying fair share of taxes”, Rochester Business Journal, April 15, 
2011. http://www.rbj.net/article.asp?aID=187266  
64 Dr. Shannon Grimes in Tahlequah Daily Press, September 25, 2008. 
65 See Kallianiotis (2007). 
66 Muslims from Pakistan and other countries roused against Greek police in a march from Omonia to Syntagma 
Square in Athens, burning and destroying 75 cars, 10 stores, 1 bank and injured many policemen. This is the 
beginning of the Muslims’ reaction in Greece after her liberation from them in 1821. TV News ALPHA, May 23, 
2009. The Obama administration intensified a crackdown on employers of illegal immigrants, notifying another 
1,000 companies in all 50 states that the government plans to inspect their hiring records. (The Wall Street Journal, 
June 16, 2011, pp. A1 and A2). 
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immigration (wooden horse inside the country), is that this new socio-economic system will be 
the last in Greece’s thousand years old moral socio-economic history, except if she will decide to 
go back to a value oriented system, which was her tradition. These corrupted people in financial 
markets, in politics, in education, in media, and everywhere need some knowledge in value-
oriented Greek-Orthodox welfare economics, business ethics, and way of life. Of course, many 
of them have to go to prison and their assets must be confiscated. This is necessary to satisfy the 
social justice and to please the markets and the simple citizens.    
 
 Finally, Greeks have a big obligation towards their history and ancestors, who have 
created their civilization, the Hellenic-Orthodox paideia, which is unique on earth for those who 
have cultivated their intellect and are able to do objective comparisons. Even though that Greece 
is (has been led) in her worst economic crisis, her future will be bright again because of her 
historic dynamism and true faith. Hellenes cannot be afraid of any difficulties because they 
constitute the cradle of the European civilization and they have a very important role to play 
again in the future. Greeks have to ignore any EU or Western plans and send away (to Davos, 
Switzerland for permanent paid vacations) all their corrupted pseudo-leaders. Hellenism and 
Orthodoxy will be benefited greatly. Hellas does not belong to the West; the West belongs to 
Hellas. ( JH   JEl lav~ d ev n  ajn hvkei  ei j~ th vn  D u vs i n : hJ D u vs i ~ ajn hvkei  ei j ~ thvn   JEllavd a) .    
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